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Abstract: Joint bit allocation, relay selection and subcarrier assignment are critical for achieving full 

benefits of OFDM-based cooperative relay networks. In this paper, first such a problem is studied in a dual 

hop OFDMA cooperative network consisting in multi source nodes, multiple decode-and-forward (DF) 

relays and a single destination node. The aim is to minimize overall transmission power under the bit-error-

rate (BER) and data rate constraints. However, the optimal solution to the optimization problem is 

computationally complex to obtain and may be unfair. Assuming knowledge of the instantaneous channel 

gains for all links in the entire network, an iterative three-step resource allocation algorithm with low 

complexity is proposed. It performs the privileged user selection based on fairness criterion first, and then 

allocates subcarrier-relay with the given constraints. Finally, power and bit are assigned to the selected 

subcarriers based on the water-filling algorithm. In order to guarantee the fairness of users, several fairness 

criteria are also proposed to provide attractive trade-offs between network performance (i.e. overall 

transmission power, average network lifetime and average outage probability) and fairness to all users. 

Numerical studies are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in two practical 

scenarios. Simulation results show that the proposed allocation algorithm achieves an efficient trade-off 

between network performance and fairness among users.  
 

Index Terms: Dynamic resource allocation, multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, 

cooperative relaying, fairness, quality of service. 
 

1- Introduction 
Cooperative communication, utilizes the broadcast 

nature of the wireless medium to provide spatial 

diversity through node cooperation when limited 

amounts of antennas are deployed at each node [1-3]. 

It can be used in extending system coverage and 

enhancing spectrum efficiency, and has recently 

attracted research and industry interest. Different 

relaying strategies, such as amplify-and-forward 

(AF), compress-and-forward (CF), and decode-and-

forward (DF), have also been proposed in the 

literature [3-5]. Meanwhile, orthogonal frequency-

division multiple-access (OFDMA) is a promising 

candidate for high-speed wireless communication 

networks, such as IEEE802.16e (WiMAX) [6] and 

Third-Generation Partnership Long-Term-Evolution 

(3GPP-LTE) [7], due to its high spectral efficiency 

and resistance to multi-path fading. Recently, there 

has been a growing interest in combining OFDMA 

with relaying to enhance wireless system 

performance [8-11]. For example, this OFDM-based 

relay architecture has been accepted by the current 

wireless standard IEEE 802.16j [12] to provide 

ubiquitous high-data-rate coverage by dividing one 

long path into several shorter links and by offering 

alternative paths to users located in shadow areas. 

However, for an OFDM system with relay, 

identifying a proper way to allocate resources to the 

source and the relay is the main bottleneck for 

achieving good performance. Moreover, in a 

practical relay network such as wireless sensor and 

cellular networks in which each user is powered by 

batteries, certain fairness constraint need to be 

considered in terms of the utilization of the 

resources. Unbalanced use of resources leads to 

unbalanced node battery usage, which results in a 

shortened network lifetime. In this paper we 

consider an uplink of a dual-hop relay-assisted 

OFDMA system with multiple DF half-duplex relay 

nodes. Each message is transmitted in two stages 

each occupying one time slot. A message 

transmitted by the source on one subcarrier in the 

first time slot is, if successfully decoded by the 

relay, forwarded by the relay to the destination on 

one (not necessarily the same) subcarrier in the 

second time slot. With the assumption that the 

channel state information (CSI) is known at the 

central controller, much work has been done for 

multiuser wireless networks to make resource 

utilization of this system more efficient. 

In [13], an adaptive resource allocation algorithm is 

employed in relay-to-destination links in an 

OFDMA cooperative network to improve the end-

to-end performance. In [14, 15], the power 
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allocation problem for non-regenerative OFDM 

relay links is investigated; in this work, the 

instantaneous rate is maximized for a given source 

and relay power constraint. Authors in [10] and [11] 

have also attempted to solve the subcarrier-to-relay 

assignment problem in single user multi-relay 

OFDM systems with DF and AF strategies, 

respectively. Furthermore, the subcarrier selection in 

multi-hop OFDM systems has been discussed in 

[16], and the selective OFDMA relaying strategy 

has been proposed in [9] based on the total 

transmission power minimization which performed 

relay selection on a per-subcarrier basis at each hop 

so that the error probability of the whole OFDM 

symbol is greatly reduced. 

The work on resource allocation mentioned above 

mainly focused on the performance and operations 

of single source-destination pair in OFDMA relay 

network. However, resource allocation in multi-user 

OFDMA-based cooperative relaying networks has 

not been thoroughly studied so far. Moreover, in the 

multi-user context, maximizing the sum of user rates 

or minimizing the total transmission power imposes 

that each subcarrier is assigned to the user with the 

best channel quality. Such an allocation rule may 

penalize the users with poor or even moderate 

channel conditions, thus a fairness issue is raised 

[17]. Hence, it is necessary to develop a scheme, 

which considers both the fairness of resource 

allocation and the system efficiency [5]. In addition, 

the scheme must be able to take into account that 

users might have different quality-of-service (QoS) 

requirements (i.e. target data rate and bit-error-rate 

(BER)). Several resource allocation algorithms are 

explored to achieve a good tradeoff between 

throughput and fairness for cooperative OFDM 

system [18-20]. In [18], aiming at maximizing the 

achievable sum rate from all the sources to the 

destination, a source, relay, and subcarrier allocation 

problem for an OFDMA relay network is studied 

with fairness constraint on the relay nodes. 

However, the fairness was focused on the relay 

nodes and they did not consider the power 

distribution. In [19], a centralized utility 

maximization framework for cooperative OFDMA 

cellular networks is proposed. The proposed 

solution not only allocates power and bandwidth, 

but also selects relaying strategies for each user. In 

[20], based on cooperative OFDMA relay network 

with single source and multiple destination nodes, 

the throughput maximization problem is proposed 

while guaranteeing fairness on subcarrier occupation 

by multiple destination nodes. However, the source-

destination link is not considered when the relay is 

used. 

In this paper, the resource allocation problem for 

multi-user OFDMA-based DF cooperative relaying 

systems is analyzed by focusing the attention on the 

fair relay, subcarrier, power and bit allocation jointly 

with the users power and battery energy level 

constraints. These constraints are motivated by the 

fact that in some networks, where long-term total 

power consumption is a major concern, restricting 

the total transmit power is usually a convenient and 

effective approach to satisfy the long-term power 

constraint and consequently extend the network 

lifetime [5, 21]. Moreover, it is important to 

highlight that the allocation can guarantee different 

QoSs demanded by users. 

Considering the complexity of the optimal solution, 

we are motivated to investigate a low-complexity 

three-step iterative centralized algorithm that 

achieves high degree of user fairness and meanwhile 

meets network performance. In each iteration, the 

privileged user is first selected based on some 

proposed fairness criteria. Then proper relays and 

subcarriers are assigned to the selected user in order 

to minimize its transmission power under the BER 

and data rate constraint. Finally, power and bits are 

allocated to the subcarriers assigned to the selected 

user based on the known water-filling algorithm. 

Determining the best assignment of relays and 

subcarriers, it will provides an efficient trade-off 

between network performance (i.e. overall 

transmission power, average network lifetime and 

average outage probability) and fairness to all users. 

The paper is organized as follows. The system 

model and problem formulation are described in 

Section 2. In Section 3, a dynamic fair multi-user 

resource allocation algorithm with low complexity 

for cooperative OFDMA relay network is proposed. 

Section 4 analyzes the complexity of optimal 

solution and proposed allocation algorithm. 

Simulation parameters and results are given in 

Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 the paper is 

summarized and the conclusion is provided. 
 

2- System Model and Problem Formulation 
We consider an uplink selective OFDMA 

cooperative relaying network with � source nodes 

(�), � relay nodes (�) and a single destination node 

(�) sharing a total number of � subcarriers in the 

cell as shown in Fig. 1 (In this paper, the terms 

‘source’ and ‘user’ are often used interchangeably). 

Let
 
� � 	1,… , , … ,��, � � 	��, … , �� , … , ��� 

and � � 	��, … , ��, … , ��� be the set of orthogonal 

subcarriers, relays and sources, respectively. Here, 

the destination can be viewed as a base station, the 

relay nodes are regarded as the relay station as 

defined in 802.16j and source nodes are considered 

as user terminals [12]. Therefore, the system model 
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described here models an 802.16-based relay 

network in uplink operation. The OFDMA selective 

relaying scheme performs relay selection on a per-

subcarrier basis at each hop. In this network model, 

each subcarrier of source node can be used in direct 

link �� and/or relay link ���. Here, we adopt a 

selective DF relaying strategy [8]. We assume that 

the selected relay nodes can fully decode the 

received signal, re-encode it, and then forward it to 

the destination node. Each subcarrier may be used in 

DF or direct transmission mode according to its 

actual channel power gains. The following 

assumptions are made.  

1) We assume slow fading channels, perfect time 

and frequency synchronization among all nodes and 

the inclusion of a cyclic prefix that is long enough to 

accommodate the channel delay spread. The 

bandwidth of each subcarrier is also assumed to be 

much smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 

channel, which insures that the channel gain for 

each subcarrier is constant over its bandwidth.  
 

2) Centralized resource allocation is performed in 

this paper. All the CSI in the network is assumed 

perfectly known at the central controller, which can 

be embedded with the destination. The allocation 

results are then sent to the source and relay nodes 

via proper control signaling with stronger power 

and/or more reliable coding before the data 

transmission. So it can be guaranteed that the source 

and relay nodes can successfully decode the relevant 

parameters to figure out how to send, forward and 

receive the upcoming data, respectively. 

These assumptions are reasonable for the situations 

where the channel coherence time is longer than the 

sum of the CSI measurement and feedback time, the 

control signaling time, and the data transmission 

duration. 

A two-stage half-duplex DF cooperation protocol is 

adopted here. In the first stage, the sources transmit 

while the destination and all the relay nodes listen – 

the links in this stage are called the source-relay (��) 

and source-destination (��) links. In the second 

stage, the sources remain silent while each relay 

decodes and re-encodes the received signals on a 

sub-carrier basis, and forwards them to the 

destination – the links in this stage are called the 

relay-destination (��) links. More specifically, 

suppose relay � receives the signal transmitted from 

source � on subcarrier , decodes and re-encodes it, 

and then forwards it on subcarrier � in the second 

time slot. Here, subcarrier index � may not be the 

same as  and they form a subcarrier pair �, ��. This 

is because the best subcarrier in ���� link may be 

not the best one in ��� link. We call it subcarrier 

permutation (SP). To avoid interference among all 

the relays, each subcarrier pair can only be assigned 

to one relay. Each relay, on the other hand, can 

occupy more than one pair of subcarriers. The 

destination node employs maximal ratio combining 

(MRC) to combine the received signals from the 

first and second stages and performs the optimal 

signal detection. 
 

 
Fig. (1): The two-stage multi-user OFDMA  

cooperative relaying model; showing a snap shot of the 

potential links of �, �� and all source nodes. 
 

For convenience, we first introduce some notations 

to be used in the problem formulation. Let ����� and ���  denote the target data rate of user � (bits per 

OFDM symbol) and the number of bits assigned to 

source subcarrier  of user  ; ���  can take values in 

the set  � 	0,1,… , "�#$�. Note that, with the 

OFDMA transmission assumption, if ��%� & 0, ��� � 0 for all �' & �. The channel frequency 

response of subcarrier  from source node � to 

relay node �  (�� → ��), from source node � to the 

destination node (�� → �), and from relay node � 

to the destination node (�� → �) are denoted as )��� , )�*�  and )�*� , respectively. In general, these 

include path loss, shadowing, and Rayleigh fading. 

Because of slow fading assumption, they can be 

regarded as constant during the run of the resource 

allocation algorithm. Let +��� , +�*�  and +�*�  denote 

the channel power gains, ‖)��� ‖-, ‖)�*� ‖-	and ‖)�*� ‖-, respectively. 

Let /���� � be the required received SNR per symbol 

in subcarrier  for reliable reception of ���  

bits/symbol. As in [22], the SNR per symbol for 

subcarrier  is: /���� � � 0�12-345 6 17.                                       (1) 

where 0� is the well-known “signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) gap
1
” of source node �, which is defined by 

using 9 function as follows [23]:  

0� �
:;<
;=�> 	9?��@A,4B ��-C 6 D��E@A,4��.E

for	� 6 9I�
�- 	9?��JK,���- for	"J�� ,											     (2)  

 

where JK,� is the required BER of source node �. 
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JLMN���� �, the required received power in subcarrier  for reliable reception of ���  bits/symbol for user �, can be written as: JLMN���� � � /���� �OPQO 	.                                         (3) 

where �R denotes the power spectral density of the 

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and is the 

same for all sources, relays and destination. It is also 

assumed to be constant over all subcarriers. " is the 

total system bandwidth. 

Each subcarrier can be used in two different modes: 

direct or cooperative transmission. In the central 

unit, the required power of these two modes is 

compared for each subcarrier and the one which has 

the minimum required power to achieve reliable 

reception at the destination node is selected. In 

particular, if the channel gains of the ������ and 

the ������ links are both greater than the channel 

gains of the ����� links, i.e. +�*� S min	+��� , +�*W � for any �, cooperative 

transmission requires less power than direct 

transmission, and vice versa. In the following, based 

on the system model formulations in [9], we extend 

them to the multi-user case. The minimum power 

required for the direct transmission mode of source � and subcarrier  (i.e. link �����) is:   J�� � @XYZ�345 �[4\5 	.                                                      (4)  

The required power for cooperative transmission of 

source � through relay node � and subcarrier pair �, �� (i.e. link ������, ��) consists of two parts 

[9]. The first part is the required source power to 

guarantee successful transmission from source node �� to relay node �� in subcarrier , which is 

defined as J��. The second part is the transmission 

power of relay node �� to destination node �	in 

subcarrier �, J�W, which is determined by the fact that 

the sum of the two received powers at the 

destination node should be greater than the required 

minimum received power JLMN���� �. Then, the total 

power for cooperative transmission is (J��*�,W
) [9]: J��+��� ] JLMN���� �,                                               (5) J��+�*� ^ J�W+�*W ] JLMN���� �,                               (6) J��*�,W � J�� ^ J�W � @XYZ�345 ��[_�4`\5,a .                                  (7) 

where �+b���*�,W
 is an equivalent cooperative channel 

power gain given by: �+b���*�,W � [4`5 [`\a[4`5 c[`\a ?[4\5 .	                                      (8) 

We use ∆�� ∈ 	0,1� as a transmission mode indicator 

such that ∆�� � 1 if and only if subcarrier  is in 

direct transmission mode for user �. Also, f���,W ∈	0,1� indicates whether subcarrier  in the first stage 

is used in cooperation with subcarrier � in the 

second stage and relayed by relay �� and assigned 

to user  . Hence, a channel power gain of user � in 

subcarrier , +�� , can be expressed as: +�� � ∆�� +�*� ^ ∑ ∑ f���,W �+b���*�,WOWh���h� .            (9) 
 

Our objective is to allocate subcarriers, relays, bits, 

and power to all users in order to minimize the total 

transmitting power Ji under the BER and data rate 

constraints. The optimization problem can be 

mathematically expressed as:   min345 ∈ ,@45Ji � ∑ ∑ @XYZ�345 �[45O�h���h� ,                       (10) 

subject to the following constraints: C�: ∑ ���O�h� ] �����	, ∀�,                                   (11) C-: JK,� m JK,�n#LoMn	, ∀�,                                       (12) C> :	∑ �∆����h� ^ ∑ ∑ f���,WOWh���h� � � 1, ∀,         (13) CB :	∑ ∑ ∑ f���,WO�h���h���h� m 1, ∀�.                      (14) 

 C� and C- specify the QoS constraint and include 

the rate and BER constraints for each user. C> 

denotes that each subcarrier can only be used by one 

link in each stage, and CB means that each subcarrier 

can be relayed by at most one relay at a certain time. 

The optimal solution of (10-14) (i.e. MinPower 

solution) includes joint subcarrier-relay assignment 

that results in the minimum sum-power while 

satisfying all the constraints. It is clear that the 

margin adaptive (MA) optimization problem 

formulated above does not form a convex problem 

and has been proved to be NP-hard whose 

computational complexity increases exponentially 

with the increment of �, � and � [24, 25]. In the 

literature, several attempts have been made to 

transform it into a convex optimization problem [26, 

27]. In [26], specifications have been relaxed by 

introducing a new parameter representing a portion 

of a subcarrier assigned to a user. In [27], time 

sharing of a subcarrier among different users is 

considered. In either case, the solution obtained 

constitutes a lower bound to the combinatorial 

optimization problem. Moreover, in the multi-user 

context, the optimal solution of (10) (MinPower 

solution) may lead to unfair subcarrier allocation by 

penalizing the users with poor or even moderate 

channel conditions [17]. Thus, the users that have 

the best channel conditions will be assigned almost 

all the resources, which leave many users without a 

chance to use the spectrum at all. For these reasons, 

it is preferable to strive after a quasi-optimal 

solution to the real assignment problem. In the 

ensuing sections, we describe a possible strategy to 

determine a fair solution to the above combinatorial 

optimization problem, using an iterative approach. 
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3- Dynamic Fair Multi-User Resource Allocation 

Algorithm  
In this section, a low complexity multi-user resource 

allocation algorithm, considering users fairness and 

QoS constraints, is proposed in cooperative 

OFDMA system in order to minimize the transmit 

power under the constraints of the target data rate, 

power and the given BER. It performs user selection 

based on their priority first, and then allocates 

subcarrier-relay according to the given constraints. 

This solution employs subcarrier-based relay 

selection. In the following, an analytical framework 

is presented where fairness is evaluated. Then a 

three-step iterative fair solution is proposed for 

cooperative multi-user OFDMA systems. 

 

3.1. Fairness Indicator 
In order to investigate algorithm fairness, two 

network performance parameters are used: lifetime 

and outage probability. 

In energy-constrained cooperative networks, source 

nodes may have quite disparate lifetimes, since they 

have different channel conditions, QoS constraints, 

initial battery energy levels, power allocation 

strategies and so on. All source nodes are associated 

with a battery energy level constraint, denoted by p�. Let q� be the lifetime of source node �. That 

is, source node � runs out of energy at the q�-th 

time slot. The term qr is also declared as the average 

network lifetime (qr � ��∑ q���h� ). Similar to the 

description in [28], in this paper, we define that 

fairness is achieved if all the source nodes have 

equal lifetime, i.e., q� � qR. The ratio of the 

minimum and maximum lifetimes of the source 

nodes in the network is adopted as an indicator for 

the lifetime fairness that is described as follows 

[28]: st � iuvwiuxy	.                                                            (15) 

where q��� � min	q�, q- , … , q�� and q�#$ �max	q�, q-, … , q��. If the value of st is equal to 

one, the system achieves the great fairness in which 

all users would achieve the same lifetime. A small st indicates that severe unfairness occurs, as some 

source nodes run out of energy much more quickly 

than other sources. 

An alternative network performance parameter is 

sources’ outage probability. Let J��#$ denotes the 

maximum allowed power of user � for transmitting 

one OFDM block. An outage occurs when the total 

required transmission power for transmitting one 

OFDM block, is greater than J��#$. Let |}~n,� be 

the outage probability of source node �, � �1,… ,�.  |}~n,� � Prob�∑ @XYZ�345 �[45O�h� � J��#$�	, ∀�.     (16) 

Let |̅}~n be the average network outage probability 

(|̅}~n � ��∑ |}~n,���h� ). Similar to the lifetime 

fairness, we define outage fairness is achieved if all 

the source nodes have equal outage probability. Let s�, as an outage fairness indicator, denotes the ratio 

of the minimum and maximum outage probabilities 

of the source nodes in the network. s� � �uvw�uxy	.                                                           (17) 

where |��� � min	|}~n,�, |}~n,-, … , |}~n,�� and |�#$ � max	|}~n,�, |}~n,-, … , |}~n,��. According to 

(17), the bigger s� is, the more outage fairness is 

achieved. 

3.2. Proposed Iterative Method for Resource 

Allocation in Multi-user OFDMA 
After introducing fairness indicators, in this section 

a three-step iterative fair dynamic assignment 

algorithm is proposed for cooperative multi-user 

OFDMA systems. Let +��*�,W
 be an equivalent 

channel power gain of user � using subcarrier pair �, �� through relay node � that is described as 

follows: 
 

+��*�,W � ��+b���*�,W
+�*�

			��	+�*� m min�+��� , +�*W �
otherwise . (18) 

Note that, � and � are zero if the direct transmission 

was selected (i.e. +�R*�,R � +�*� ). At each iteration 

the following three steps are performed: 

• Step 1: The privileged user is selected based on 

some defined fairness criteria.  

 

• Step 2: The proper relays and subcarriers are 

assigned to the selected user in order to minimize its 

transmission power under the BER and data rate 

constraint based on the equivalent channel gains 

(+��*�,W
).  

 

• Step 3: The power and bits are allocated to the 

subcarriers assigned to the selected user in the 

second step in order to reach its target bit rate based 

on the water-filling algorithm. 

In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, 

in each iteration the amount of power reduction of 

privileged user due to subcarrier allocation is 

calculated. If allocating more subcarriers to that user 

does not decrease its transmission power, the user is 

removed from the allocation process. Therefore, we 

will avoid the allocation of useless subcarriers to the 

users whose transmission power can no longer be 

decreased. The algorithm will terminate when all 

users leave the process or all subcarriers are 

occupied by users. Three fairness criteria for user 

selection in step 1 are considered in this paper: 
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• Criterion (A) – Minimization of the 

transmission power of the least privileged user, i.e. 

the user that requires the highest transmission power 

or the user with the poorest channel conditions  �b � arg� 	min �J��#$ 6∑ @XYZ�345 �[45O�h� �.          (19) 

In this case, users are treated with no consideration 

for their battery energy levels. Using this criterion in 

the allocation algorithm provides identical outage 

probabilities among users.  

• Criterion (B) – Minimization of the 

transmission power of the least privileged user, i.e. 

the user which has the weakest remaining battery 

energy or the poorest channel conditions 	�b � arg�min�p�' �,                                         (20) p�' � p� 6 ∆� ∑ J��O�h� ,                                     (21) 

where p�'  is the estimation of the new battery 

energy level, J�� is the transmission power of user � in subcarrier , and ∆� is the allocation period. 

The frequency response of the radio channel is 

assumed to be constant over the ∆�. Using this 

criterion in the allocation algorithm provides equal 

battery energy level of users and consequently 

equalizes the sources’ lifetime. 

• Criterion (C) – Combination of criteria (A) and 

(B) in order to equalize both outage probability and 

lifetime of users; According to this criterion, if there 

exists a user so that J��#$ 6 ∑ @XYZ�345 �[45O�h� S 0, then 

we use criterion (A); otherwise we use criterion (B). 

Let � be the set of users whose transmission powers 

can still be decreased at a certain stage of the 

optimization algorithm. The terms Ω� and Ω�,� also 

are the sets of available subcarriers and subcarriers 

assigned to user � in �-th stage, respectively. The 

terms � and � also are defined as the subcarrier 

pairing and relay allocation functions, respectively; 

If subcarrier  in the first stage is paired with 

subcarrier � in the second stage at relay �, then ��� � � and ��� � �. Our proposed iterative 

three-step resource allocation algorithm is described 

as follows: 

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Fair Resource Allocation for 

Cooperative Multi-User OFDMA systems 

Definition �: the set of orthogonal subcarriers for each stage, �: the set of source nodes (users), �: the set of relay nodes, �: the set of users whose transmission powers can 

still be decreased, Ω�: the set of available subcarriers in �-th stage, Ω�,�: the set of subcarriers assigned to user � in �-
th stage. J��: the transmitted power on subcarrier  of user �.  

+�� : the equivalent channel power gain of user � in 

subcarrier . 

Initialization 

1. Set:  � � � 

2. Ω� � Ω- � � 

3. Ω�,� � Ω-,� � ∅, J�}D� � Inf, ∀� 

4. ��� � 0, ��� � 0, ∀   

5. J�� � 0, ∀�,  

 

Allocation Algorithm 

6.       While  Ω� & ∅		&		q & ∅ 

 Step 1: User selection 

7. - Select the privileged user based on fairness 

criteria, from the set �: �b  

 

Step 2: Relay and subcarrier selection for selected 

user  

8. - Calculate the equivalent channel power gain 

according to (18) and determine the value of �,  

and � which maximize +�_� . Denote them as �b, b 

and �b.  
9. �b , b, �b � arg	max�∈�� +�_� . 

10. Ω�,�_ � Ω�,�_ ^ 	b�, Ω-,�_ � Ω-,�_ ^ 	�b�, ∀�b & 0  

11. Ω� � Ω� 6 	b�, Ω- � Ω- 6 	�b�, ∀�b & 0 

12.  ��b� � �b, ��b� � �b. 

                 

Step 3: Power and bit allocation 

13. -Perform water-filling for user �b using 

subcarrier sets Ω�,�_ and Ω-,�_ constrained by user 

target rate and BER: 

14. ∑ ��_��∈��,4_ � ��_��� , JK,�_ m JK,�_n#LoMn
. 

15. - Calculate the required total transmission power 

for user �b based on the above subcarrier 

assignment and power allocation: 

16. J�_�M� � ∑ @XYZ134_5 7[4_5�∈��,4_ .     

17. - Determine whether the transmission power of 

user �b could be decreased or not. If it cannot be 

decreased any more, user �b is removed from �. b 

and �b are also returned to the sets of available 

subcarriers Ω� and Ω-, respectively: 

18.  If  J�_�M� 6 J�_}D� ] 0 

19. � � � 6 	�b�, 
20. Ω�,�_ � Ω�,�_ 6 	b�, Ω-,�_ � Ω-,�_ 6 	�b�, ∀�b & 0 

21.  Ω� � Ω� ^ 	b�, Ω- � Ω- ^ 	�b�, ∀�b & 0 

22.  ��b� � 0, ��b� � 0. 

23.  end if 

24.  J�_}D� � J�_�M�. 
25. end while 
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According to the proposed allocation algorithm, �, Ω� and Ω�,� are initially equal to �, � and ∅, 

respectively. While the sets Ω� and � are not empty, 

we first identify the user �b based on fairness 

criterion, from the set � (Step 1). The most 

favorable relay and subcarrier are then assigned to �b based on the equivalent channel gains (+�_�*�,W
) 

(Step 2), and the new total transmission power is 

calculated after the run of single user water-filling 

algorithm. If the transmission power could not be 

decreased any more, user �b would be removed 

from the set �; conversely, power and bits are 

allocated to �b according to the water-filling 

algorithm in such a way that the user rate constraint, ��_���, and user target BER, JK,�_n#LoMn
, are satisfied 

(Step 3). The algorithm is repeated until either Ω� or � is empty. 

As mentioned above, the power allocation for user �b is realized by performing the MA water-filling 

algorithm on its so far allocated subcarriers. An 

iterative water-filling method assigns bits to the 

subcarriers one bit at a time, and in each 

assignment, the subcarrier that requires the least 

additional power is selected. The bit allocation 

process will be completed when all ��_��� bits are 

assigned. The basic structure of the water-filling 

algorithm is described as follows [29]: 

Algorithm 2: Power and Bit Allocation 

Initialization 

1.      ��_� � 0, ∀ ∈ Ω�,�_ 
2.      ∆J�_� � @XYZ���[4_��5�\5, �5� 6 @XYZ�R�[4_��5�\5, �5� , ∀ ∈ Ω�,�_ 
Bit Allocation Algorithm 

3.      While ∑ ��_��∈��,4_ m ��_��� 4.            ∗ �arg min�∈��,4_¢∆J�_� ¢ 

5.            ��_�∗ � ��_�∗ ^ 1 

6.            ∆J�_�∗ � @XYZ�34_5∗ c��[4_��5∗�\5∗, �5∗� 6 @XYZ�34_5∗ �[4_��5∗�\5∗, �5∗�  

7.      end while  

Power Allocation Algorithm 

8.      for all  ∈ Ω�,�_ 
9.                J�_� �	@XYZ134_5 7[4��5�\5, �5�  

10.    end for 

 

4- Complexity Analysis 
Optimal subcarrier, relay and power assignment (i.e. 

MinPower solution, Equation (10)), consists in a 

simple minimization of the total power transmitted 

by all users and requires to search between �- £� £� possible allocation schemes [9]. In this case, 

users are treated with no consideration for their 

battery energy levels. The iterative procedure for 

MinPower algorithm is identical to the one 

presented in Section 3.2 (Algorithm 1), except for 

the identification of user �b at the beginning of the 

assignment algorithm. It can be achieved through 

the following steps: First, Transmission power 

reduction is calculated for all users by considering 

their favorable subcarrier. The least privileged user 

is the one in which has the maximum power 

reduction among all users. For each selected user, 

the most favorable subcarrier and relay is then 

allocated and a water-filling on its assigned 

subcarriers is performed as described earlier.  

In the proposed allocation algorithm (see Section 

3.2), the complexity is mostly concentrated at the 

steps 2 and 3, since the privileged user is selected 

based on fairness criterion in step 1. Therefore the 

solution requires � £ � search. 

 

 

Fig. (2): Equivalent channel power gain, +��*�,W
, between sources and destination �� → �, �- → � and �> → � , through (a) relay �� 

and (b) relay �- 
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User 1 User 2 User 3

5. Simulation Parameters and Performance 

Analysis 
In this section, we present simulation results that 

demonstrate the performance of the proposed multi-

user resource allocation algorithm. In our simulation 

setup, we consider an OFDMA cooperative network 

with � source and � relay nodes. The distances 

from all the sources to all the relay nodes and the 

distances from all the relay nodes to all the 

destinations are assumed to be the same and 

normalized to one. In each node, an OFDM 

transceiver with � �128 subcarriers is employed. In 

all simulations, the frequency selective multipath 

channel is modeled as consisting of 6 independent 

Rayleigh multipath with an exponential power delay 

profile. A maximum delay spread of 5 ¤¥ and 

maximum Doppler of 30 Hz is assumed. The 

channels for different source and relay nodes are 

assumed to be independent. We also assume that the 

path loss exponents are the same for all channels. 

All the experiment results presented in this section 

are averaged over 200 independent trials in order to 

have a better statistical evaluation. Other simulation 

parameters involved within the simulation process 

are shown in Table (1).  

Table (1): Simulation Parameters. 

Parameters Value 

Number of sources (�) 2 to 6 

Number of relays (�) 1 to 3 

Sources target data rate �����	, ∀� 40 to 90 (bit/OFDM symbol) 

The total available bandwidth (") 1 MHz J��#$, ∀� 7 to 24 dBm 

Allocation period (∆�) 1 sec. 

AWGN power density (�R) -174 dBm/Hz 

The tolerable error (JK,�n#LoMn	, ∀�) 10-3 "�#$ 4 bit 

 

As a benchmark scheme, the resource allocation 

algorithm without subcarrier permutation is also 

presented [9, 30]. In this scheme, the subcarrier used 

in the first and the second stage should be the same.  

The graph labels, MinP, (A), (B) and (C) denote the 

optimal minimum power solution (i.e. MinPower), 

the proposed fair resource allocation algorithm 

based on criterion (A), (B) and (C), respectively. 

Labels w SP and w/o SP also means performing 

allocation algorithm with and without subcarrier 

permutation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(a) 
 

     

                                   
(b)                                                                                             (c) 

Fig. (3): Resource allocation results based on MinP+w SP algorithm for the channel instance shown in Fig. 2; (a) subcarrier 

assignment, (b) power allocation and (c) bit allocation. 

 

To demonstrate the adaptive allocation, an instance 

of the channel was generated and the subcarrier 

mapping mode was found. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show 

the equivalent channel power gain (+��*�,W
) of three 

sources (�=3) considering two relays (�=2). The X 

and Y axes of this figure represent the subcarrier 

pair �, �� that is used in the first and second stage 

of transmission. 

Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) demonstrate the results of 

subcarrier, power and bit allocation for all users 

based on MinP+w SP algorithm. In this simulation, 

target data rates of all users are set to be 50 

bits/OFDM symbol. As expected, as to one user 

20 40 60 80 100 120

20 40 60

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 1 User 2 User 3

Subcarrier number (phase 1) 

Subcarrier number (phase 2) 
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when the channel gain is high, more bits have been 

mapped on it to transmit and the subcarriers 

experiencing very poor channel instances have had 

less or no bits allocated to them. 

In the following, we first evaluate the performance 

of SP in allocation algorithm and then analyze our 

proposed multi-user resource allocation algorithm 

with fairness criteria (A), (B) and (C) in two 

different scenarios.  

In order to evaluate the performance of SP in 

allocation algorithm, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the 

remaining battery energy and the total transmission 

power of MinPower algorithm with and without 

subcarrier permutation. In this case, the initial 

battery energies of users are assumed to be 220, 250 

and 280 Joule, respectively. Battery energy level for 

each user � is updated in each iteration based on 

(21). We also estimate the new total transmission 

power in each iteration as follows: Jn}n#D' � Jn}n#D ^ ∆�. ∑ ∑ J��O�h���h� .                   (22) 

As it can be seen in Fig. 4(a), using subcarrier 

permutation in MinPower allocation algorithm 

(MinP+w SP) increases the remaining battery 

energy level of all users during the time compared 

with MinP+w/o SP. Therefore, it results in further 

save transmission power. This improvement is also 

verified by Fig. 4(b) in which the total transmission 

power needed by MinP+w SP is less than MinP+w/o 

SP. However, using subcarrier permutation in 

allocation algorithm presents a much more 

complexity than w/o SP. 

Fig. 5 presents the average outage probability of 

users (|̅}~n) based on MinP+w SP and MinP+w/o 

SP algorithm for different value of J��#$ and �=1, 3 

relay nodes. We also assume that J��#$ is the same 

for all values of �. As illustrated, a significant 

performance gain can be achieved by SP, specially 

for high value of J��#$. 

As it can be seen in Fig. 2, each user experiences 

different channel power gains on each subcarrier 

while using different relay nodes. Therefore, 

efficient usage of relays can enhance the power 

efficiency of allocation algorithm. Fig. 6, on 

average, depicts the proportion of subcarriers using 

cooperative link in MinPower allocation algorithm 

with and without SP. As for SP, since it provides 

higher cooperative channel power gain, the 

proportion of relay usage is increased by almost 

10% compared to w/o SP. It is important to notice 

that the performance of SP in our proposed fair 

allocation algorithm was also evaluated. As 

expected, utilizing SP in the proposed algorithm 

could improve the allocation performance compared 

with w/o SP. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. (4): (a) Remaining battery energy of the users (p�) and (b) 

total transmission power (Jn}n#D) of MinPower algorithm with 

and without subcarrier permutation, for �=3, �=2 and �����= 

50 bits/OFDM symbol, ∀�. 

 

 
Fig. (5): Average outage probability of users, |̅}~n, for 

MinPower algorithm with and without subcarrier permutation in 

case �=3, �=1, 3 and �����=50 bits/OFDM symbol, ∀�. 

 

 
Fig. (6): Proportion of subcarriers using cooperative link for 

MinPower allocation algorithm, in case �=3, �=2 and �����=50 bits/OFDM symbol, ∀� 
 

In order to analyze the performance of our proposed 

multi-user resource allocation algorithm with 

fairness criteria (A), (B), and (C), we use two 

different scenarios. These scenarios represent users 

with different power constraints and QoS 

requirements. Scenario 1 involves users with the 

same target data rates, but different initial battery 

energies. In this case, the initial battery energy, p�, 

is assumed as:    p� � pR ^ ¦§�� 6 1�, ∀� � 1,2,… ,�.           (23)  

where ¦§  is the initial battery step size and pR is a 
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constant with no particular influence on the 

algorithm results. Scenario 2 includes users with 

identical initial battery energy, but different target 

data rates. In this case, the target data rate, �����, is 

taken as: ����� � �R ^ ¦¨�� 6 1�, ∀� � 1,2, … ,�.        (24) 

where ¦¨ is the target data rate step size and �R is a 

constant with no particular influence on the algorithm 

results. The algorithm is evaluated based on the 

following five important parameters: 1- the average 

total transmission power (p©∑ ∑ J��O�h���h� ª), 2- the 

average outage probability (|̅}~n), 3- the average 

network lifetime (qr), 4- the lifetime fairness (st) and 

5- the outage fairness (s�). The first parameter is 

used to evaluate power efficiency of the allocation 

algorithm. The second and third parameters are for 

network performance evaluation. We also 

investigate the fairness performance of algorithms 

by parameters 4 and 5. 

5.1. Scenario 1: Equal Target Data Rates and 

Different Initial Battery Energies 

In the following, without loss of generality, the 

terms ¦§  and pR are assumed 30 and 220, 

respectively. With the aim of evaluating the power 

consumption behaviour of the proposed fair 

allocation and MinP algorithms, we compare them 

in terms of the remaining battery energy of the users 

(i.e. p�, Equation (21)) in Fig. 7. In this simulation � and « are set to be 4 and 2, respectively and SP is 

adopted in the allocation algorithm. ����� and J��#$ 

are also taken as 50 bits/OFDM symbol and 21 dBm 

for all users. From Fig. 7(a) we can find that 

algorithm (A) tends to equalize battery loss (i.e. 

transmission power) of the users during the time. 

This means that the slopes of remaining battery 

energy of the users are approximately the same. 

Since criterion (B) only takes into account battery 

energy parameter for user selection and ignores 

transmission power of users, by applying this 

criterion to our proposed algorithm, the remaining 

battery energy of the users rapidly approaches each 

other during the early seconds (Fig. 7(b)). They then 

steadily decline with the same rates. However, it 

causes significant difference in transmission power 

of the users. Criterion (C) provides a trade-off 

between users’ battery energy level and their total 

transmission power. It allocates more subcarriers to 

the user with the most transmission power until its 

power becomes less than J��#$. After that, more 

subcarriers are allocated to the user with the least 

battery energy level. We can observe from Fig. 7(c) 

that the battery energies of users slightly converge 

together during the time. As for MinPower, it 

behaves in much the same way as algorithm (A) 

since they both directly try to decrease the 

transmission power of users (Fig. 7(d)). 

In Fig. 8, the total transmission power of the 

proposed fair algorithm is compared to that of 

MinPower. As it can be seen in Fig. 8, the 

MinPower approach provides minimum 

consumption power among other allocation methods 

since it is relevant for the minimization of the total 

transmission power. As for proposed algorithms, 

(A) and (B) provide the least and the most 

transmission power, respectively. However, 

algorithm (C) shows an intermediate level of 

transmission power among other methods. 

In Fig. 9, the average total transmission power is 

presented for a fixed target data rate (�����= 50 

bits/OFDM symbol, ∀�) by varying the number of 

users �. As expected, MinPower offers the best 

power efficiency among other methods. As for 

algorithm (B), since it is designed to optimize the 

transmission power of the least privileged user with 

the weakest battery energy level (with no 

consideration for the total transmission power), it 

will induce a high total transmission power 

compared with the other techniques. Algorithms (A) 

and (C) show roughly the same power performance; 

however, algorithm (A) performs slightly better than 

algorithm (C).  

 
          (A)+w SP         (B)+w SP         (C)+w SP        (MinP)+w SP 

 
                 (a)                        (b)                       (c)                        (d) 

Fig. (7): Remaining battery energy of the users for cooperative 

multi-user ODMA in scenario 1, for �=4, �=2 and �����= 50 

bits/OFDM symbol, ∀�. 

 

Fig. (8): Total transmission power for cooperative multiuser 

OFDMA in scenario 1, for �=4, «=2 and �����= 50 bits/OFDM 

symbol, ∀�. 
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Fig. (9): Average total transmission power in terms of the 

number of users in scenario 1, in case �����= 50 bits/OFDM 

symbol,	∀�. 

 

Average outage probability (|̅}~n) and network 

outage fairness (s�) of the proposed allocation 

algorithms and MinPower are presented in Figs. 

10(a) and 10(b), with the total number of nodes 

ranging from 2 to 6. As illustrated in Fig. 10(a), 

MinPower performs the best average outage 

performance, since its total transmission power is 

considerably lower than other allocation techniques 

(Fig. 9). As for the fair allocation algorithms, (B) 

presents the worst average outage performance, 

since it consumes the most power to transmit an 

OFDM symbols compared to other allocation 

techniques. However, as expected, algorithms (A) 

and (C) show approximately the same outage 

performance and offer an intermediate average 

outage. 

Fig. 10(b) shows outage fairness performance of the 

algorithms (A), (B), (C) and MinPower by varying 

the number of users �. It can be clearly seen that 

both algorithms (A) and (C) can bring better outage 

fairness performance than algorithm (B). A closer 

observation of this figure also shows that a higher 

gain in outage fairness can be achieved by algorithm 

(A). This is because algorithm (A) is designed to 

equalize the transmission power and consequently 

the outage probability of all users. However, the 

performance gap between algorithms (A) and (C) 

tends to disappear as the number of users increases. 

This effect can be explained by the fact that 

algorithm (C), as indicated in Section 3.2, allocates 

more subcarriers to the user with the most 

transmission power until its power becomes less 

than J��#$. After that, more subcarriers are allocated 

to the user with the least battery energy level. By 

increasing the number of users, the number of 

available subcarriers per user will degrade and 

therefore, criterion (C) acts the same as (A) in 

finding privileged user. As for MinPower algorithm, 

it acts close to the algorithms (A) and (C) for a 

small number of users. However, as the number of 

users increases, outage fairness performance of 

MinPower gets worse. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. (10): Performance comparison of allocation algorithm (A), 

(B) ,(C) and MinPower in scenario 1 according to (a) average 

outage probability, |̅}~n, and (b) network outage fairness, s� 
In order to investigate the lifetime performance of 

the proposed allocation algorithm and MinPower, in 

Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), average network lifetime (qr) 

and network lifetime fairness (st) are presented for a 

fixed target data rate of �����= 50 bits/OFDM 

symbol per user by varying the number of users �. 

As shown in Fig. 11(a), MinPower offers the highest 

average lifetime, since it consumes the least 

transmission power compared with other methods 

(Fig. 9). It is also clear from Fig. 11(a) that 

algorithm (B) offers the worst average lifetime 

because of its high transmission power. As for (A) 

and (C), they show almost an intermediate average 

lifetime among other methods; however, (A) is 

considerably better than (C). A closer observation of 

this figure also shows that lifetime performance of 

(C) approaches (A) by increasing the number of 

users. Fig. 11(b) also shows lifetime fairness 

performance of the fair allocation algorithms and 

MinPower by varying the number of users �. As 

illustrated, in spite of its poor performance in 

average network lifetime, algorithm (B) shows 

excellent lifetime fairness performance and its 

advantage is not degraded as the number of users 

increases. This is due to the fact that algorithm (B), 

as indicated in Section 3.2, allocates more 

subcarriers to the user with the weakest battery 

energy level. Therefore, all users run out of energy 

at almost the same time. It is also obvious from Fig. 

11(b) that (A) and MinPower suffer from severe 

unfairness, especially when the number of users is 

large. In other words, some users run out of energy 

much faster, and therefore have a shorter lifetime. 

As for algorithm (C), it shows an almost similar 
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lifetime fairness performance as (B) for a small 

value of �. However, this advantage tends to 

disappear as the number of users increases. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. (11): Performance comparison of allocation algorithm (A), 

(B), (C) and MinP in scenario 1 according to (a) average 

network lifetime, qr, and (b) network lifetime fairness, st. 
 

In both Figs. 10(b) and 11(b), it should be noted that 

allocation algorithm (C) offers an acceptable 

fairness performance in almost all different numbers 

of users. Another important remark is that the 

fairness performance gap between (C) and (A) 

decreases quickly when the number of users grows. 

As a conclusion to this comparative study, Tabele 

(2), on average, presents the evaluation results of the 

proposed fair allocation algorithms in scenario 1. 

According to TABLE II, it can be concluded that 

allocation algorithm (C) is more appropriate for the 

scenario with different initial battery levels and 

equal target data rate. 
 

Table(2): Evaluation result of proposed algorithm and 

minpower in scenario 1. 

 

 
Power 

efficiency 

 Network 

performance 

 Fairness 

performance p©∑ ∑ J��O�h���h� ª  |̅}~n qr s� st 
(A) 3 3 3 4 1 

(B) 2 1 1 1 4 

(C) 3 3 2 3 3 

MinP 4 4 4 2 1 

1: Very Bad, 2: Bad, 3: Good, 4, Very Good. 
 

5.2. Scenario 2: Different Target Data Rates and 

Equal Initial Battery Energies 
What follows is an investigation of the performance 

of allocation algorithms (A), (B), (C) and MinPower 

when the users present different target data rates but 

equal initial battery energy level. It is assumed that ¦¨, �R, � and � are 10, 40, 3 and 2, respectively 

and SP is adopted in allocation algorithm. p� and J��#$ are respectively assumed to be 250 Joule and 

21 dBm for all users. Fig. 12 shows how battery 

energy of users changes with time when the 

proposed allocation algorithm and MinPower are 

adopted. As shown in Fig. 12(a), against all 

expectations, using criterion (A) in the allocation 

algorithm cannot guarantee equal transmission 

power among users in this scenario; therefore the 

remaining battery energies of users diverge much 

more with the passing of time. As expected, the 

battery energy levels of users are converged using 

criterion (B) (Fig. 12(b)). It results in equal 

transmission power of users. Criterion (C) provides 

a trade-off between the two former cases. It slightly 

inclines battery energy level of users (Fig. 12(c)). 

As for MinPower, similar to scenario (1), it behaves 

in much the same way as algorithm (A) (Fig. 12(d)). 

In order to investigate the power efficiency of 

allocation algorithms in scenario (2), Fig. 13 shows 

average total transmission power of the proposed 

fair allocation algorithms and MinPower. As 

expected, MinPower provides minimum 

consumption power among other allocation 

methods. As for the proposed fair algorithms, (B) 

provides the most transmission power since it only 

takes into account the battery energy parameter for 

user selection and ignores the transmission power of 

users.  However, algorithms (A) and (C) indicate 

approximately the same power performance. 
 

          (A)+w SP         (B)+w SP         (C)+w SP        (MinP)+w SP 

 

 
                 (a)                        (b)                       (c)                        (d) 

Fig. (12): Remaining battery energy of users for cooperative 

multi-user OFDMA in scenario 2, for �=3, �=2 and p�= 250 

Joule, ∀�. 
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Fig. (13): Average total transmission power in terms of the 

number of users in scenario 2, in case p�= 250 Joule, ∀�. 
 

In Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), the average network outage 

and the average network lifetime are presented for p�= 250 Joule by varying the number of users �. It 

can be clearly seen that MinPower and algorithm 

(B) can bring the best and the worst network 

performance in both outage and lifetime, 

respectively. This can be explained by the fact that 

MinPower and (B) consume the least and the most 

power for transmission OFDM symbols (Fig. 13). In 

both Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), it should also be noted 

that (C) performs approximately as well as (A) for 

different number of users. 

Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) compare fairness performance 

of the proposed allocation algorithms and MinPower 

in terms of outage and lifetime. From the results, it 

can be seen that algorithm (B) is the fairest 

allocation method among others, since it rather 

equalizes both the transmission power and the 

battery energy level of users. As for algorithm (A), 

it offers the worst fairness performance in both 

outage and lifetime because of its unequal 

transmission power and battery energy level of 

users. As expected, algorithm (C) provides a 

moderate degree of fairness in both cases. 

 

 
(a) 
 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. (14): Performance comparison of allocation algorithm (A), 

(B), (C) and MinPower in scenario 2 according to (a) average 

outage probability, |̅}~n, and (b) average network lifetime, qr 

 

(a) 
 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. (15): Network outage fairness (a) and network lifetime 

fairness (b), in terms of the number of users in scenario 2, in 

case p�= 250 Joule, ∀�. 

 

Table (3), on average, illustrates the evaluation 

results of the proposed fair allocation algorithms in 

scenario 2. As shown, allocation algorithm (C) is 

more appropriate for the scenario with different 

target data rates and equal initial battery level. 

 
Table (3): Evaluation result of proposed algorithm and 

minpower in scenario 2. 

 

 
Power 

efficiency 

 Network 

performance 

 Fairness 

performance p©∑ ∑ J��O�h���h� ª  |̅}~n qr s� st 
(A) 3 3 3 2 2 

(B) 2 1 1 4 4 

(C) 3 3 2 3 3 

MinP 4 4 4 1 1 

1: Very Bad, 2: Bad, 3: Good, 4, Very Good. 
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Our proposed algorithm was performed in many 

other scenarios where the initial battery levels and 

target data rates of users were assumed differently. 

Simulation results showed that allocation algorithm 

(C) presents the best compromise among the 

different techniques. This algorithm, on the one 

hand, keeps the average outage probability and 

network lifetime at appropriate levels. On the other 

hand, it provides acceptable outage and lifetime 

fairness between users. Thus, allocation algorithm 

(C) is more appropriate for scenarios with different 

users’ QoS and constraints. 

 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, the problem of dynamic resource 

allocation in multi-user DF cooperative OFDMA 

systems with SP was investigated and a fair relay, 

subcarrier, power and bit assignment algorithm was 

presented. First, the power formula of multi-user 

selective OFDMA relaying strategy was deduced 

and the initial resource allocation problem to a 

standard optimization problem was formulated. The 

aim was to minimize overall transmission power 

under the BER and data rate constraints. It was 

shown that using optimal allocation (MinPower) 

causes users to suffer from disparate outage 

probabilities and lifetimes despite its high network 

performances. Therefore, some users may be in 

outage or run out of energy quite fast, indicating a 

severe unfair resource allocation. To address this 

issue, an iterative three-step fair allocation algorithm 

with low complexity was proposed considering 

maximum transmission power, battery energy level, 

target data rate and required BER of users. Three 

fairness criteria (A, B and C) in two different 

scenarios were considered to investigate the fairness 

performance of the resource allocation algorithm. 

The performances of these cases were compared 

according to the average total transmission power, 

outage probability and network lifetime along with 

the lifetime and outage fairness. The simulation 

results showed that allocation algorithm (C) can 

provide an impressive trade-off between the 

network and fairness performance. 

 

Appendixes 
1. The gap is a convenient mechanism for analyzing 

systems that transmit at a data rate below capacity. For 

any given coding scheme and a given target probability of 

symbol error, an SNR gap is defined according to 0 � SNR	needed	to	reach	capacity SNR	to	achive	a	real	data	rate⁄ 	. 
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